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July 21, 2010
To Whom It May Concern:
It is with great privilege that I submit this letter of recommendation for Big Wave
Event Productions. The Red Cross has worked with Big Wave over the past two
years on our largest annual fundraiser, the Red & White Ball which routinely draws
over 400 people for an amazing evening of dinner, dancing and entertainment.
Big Wave has provided lighting, sound, logistical advice and consistent service for
the past two years, helping the Greenwich Red Cross put on the most spectacular
event possible. Their services and creativity are outstanding and we have been very
pleased with the work they have done for us.
This past year we embarked on an exciting new challenge of working with a
different designer or decorator for each guests’ dinner table, featuring over 30
different Designer Tabletop Vignettes. Big Wave stepped up to the challenge,
advising us on room layout and the best way to light and position the tables to
highlight each designer’s creation.
In addition to their creativity and logistical expertise, Big Wave consistently works
with the Red Cross to keep our costs down, ensuring that our donor dollars are used
to help fulfill our mission. I recommend them without hesitation and look forward
to any future projects together.
Sincerely,

Tonette L. Cookson
Director of Development and Communications
The American Red Cross shelters, feeds and provides emotional support
to victims of disasters; supplies nearly half of the nation's blood; teaches
lifesaving skills; provides international humanitarian aid; and supports
military members and their families. The Red Cross is a charitable
organization — not a government agency — and depends on volunteers
and the generosity of the American public to perform its mission.
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